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 This thesis describes the research and production processes of the lighting design 
for the play An Act of God by David Javerbaum performed in the Johnny Carson Theater 
at the Lied Center for Performing Arts from September 28th through October 14th 2018. 
The play was directed by guest artist Michael Mendelson with scenic design by Jill 
Hibbard, costume design by Haley Williams, lighting design by Jaime Mancuso, sound 
design by Emily Callahan, projection design by Greyson McCown technical direction by 
Daniel d’Egnuff, and master electrician Adam Sikorski. 
 This thesis documents the lighting design process for An Act of God including 
initial meetings, conceptualization, paperwork, tech process and production photographs. 
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Introduction 
In the spring of 2018, my work on An Act of God started when Laurel Shoemaker, 
my advisor, asked me which show I wanted to work on for my thesis. She gave me the 
choice of either An Act of God or Mother Courage and Her Children. At the time I had 
no idea what either of those plays entailed but I knew the Nebraska Repertory Theatre 
wanted to adapt Mother Courage into a musical. I thought it could be fun to do Mother 
Courage by Bertolt Brecht because the first show I ever worked on as an assistant 
lighting designer was his Three Penny Opera. The main reason I considered this show 
was because I would begin and end my college career with work by the same playwright. 
I required more research on both An Act of God and Mother Courage, however, before I 
decided on either play. In An Act of God, I found that it is both a newer work and a 
comedy. After reading an overview and a few reviews, I decided this was the one I 
wanted to design. Its idiosyncratic theology, its small cast, and its completely open-ended 
location offered me, I believe, a great opportunity to try something new and different.  
 An Act of God by David Javerbaum (b. 1971) is a 90-minute play where God and 
two of his devoted angels come down to earth to attempt to set the record of divine 
intervention straight and answer some of the deepest questions that have plagued 
mankind since the beginning of everything. The play begins with a voiceover that goes 
wrong and forces God to finish the opening speech himself. God acknowledges that he 
has taken control of a Los Angeles actor to speak, directly to the people. God introduces 
his angels, Michael and Gabriel, and sends Michael into the audience to start “taking 
questions” from them. This process continues on throughout the show as God delivers his 
new Ten Commandments. The show ends when God exits and the actor, he was 
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inhabiting re-enters in confusion and ignorance as to what just took place. You leave 
questioning what God has in store for mankind and perhaps a little offended by what was 
revealed during the show.  
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Chapter 1: Initial Production Meetings 
The first production meeting for any show is one of the most important. The 
design team meets with the director, and all involved share what they think about the 
show and hope to accomplish. For this particular production we were fortunate to have 
the initial meeting in person with the director, Michael Mendelson, who had come to 
Lincoln for auditions. Michael was patched in via conference calls into our productions 
meetings for remaining meetings and had various phone calls and e-mails with designers 
to keep ideas and communication going throughout the design process.  
After introductions, Michael took control of the meeting by sharing his production 
concept. He saw this show as something sleek, modern and white with minimal extra 
extraneous pieces. He also mentioned that he was open to nonstandard gender roles. The 
idea of “the Lord God Almighty, Creator of Heaven and Earth, the maker of All Things 
Visible and Invisible”1 as a woman a captivating one. God has appeared in various 
traditional religions as a man. Everyone on the design team accepted the idea, it may 
have helped that every member of the team was female. Our projection designer was not 
added until later and he became the only male designer. Another idea the director shared 
with us at this first meeting was that he was thinking about revealing the Ten 
Commandments like they do with the Television Show: Family Feud. 
The designers then shared research images we had compiled from our own 
readings of the script without any input from the director. For designers this compilation 
is the best way to show a director what we see in our minds when we read through a 
script, especially in stage lighting.  
     
1 from “The Nicene Creed,” Book of Common Prayer (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 34) 2007. 
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Lighting design is an abstract field. A lighting designer does not have physical 
models to show a director nor present specific scenes to the design team. When a lighting 
designer talks about color and angles, they need to find other ways to let the director 
know what is envisioned. The mastery of a specific vocabulary is important in this 
regard, especially since lighting technology is advancing rapidly. Yet advances in 
Lighting technology has made it much easier to create light renderings in computer-aided 
program like Vectorworks.  
Lighting designers, develop pictures in the mind while reading a script; they look 
for clues as to how one might light certain scenes. These mind images the designer then 
needs to translate into a form of communication that is intelligible to the director and to 
fellow production team members. One of the ways to express said images is by creating 
research plates that convey ideas which are not exact but are instead are suggestions of 
color, angle and mood. 
For the initial meeting, I created two research plates, Figures A.1. and A.2. My 
first plate focused on the pastel and lighter colors present in nature and clouds. My 
second went rather heavy with color because of nature’s duality: light and dark, summer 
and winter, morning and night, etc. I was unsure which way the director wanted to go 
with colors–he had mentioned that he wanted naturalistic coloring.  
When I originally thought about this show I had the inclination that the scenic and 
costume designers might want a lot of white. The title of this show, An Act of God, has 
one thinking about the heavenly white glow of other-worldly beings. The challenge was 
that all light bounces off the set and any color gets refracted as well as absorbed. Another 
thought was that we were likely to have a minimal set. There is only one location for the 
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action, which meant that the passing of time is a concern left to the lighting designer. The 
show makes no mention of specific time, day, night, or otherwise. This absence creates a 
kind of temporal vacuum, giving the designer substantial freedom to conjecture about 
light’s relationship to time.  
At the conclusion of our meeting, graduate student scene designer Jill Hibbard 
presented the idea of the set as A chic, modern IKEA apartment. The director liked the 
idea, and so did the production team. The general agreement was to accept the IKEA idea 
and proceed.   
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Chapter 2: Creating the Concept 
Every show usually requires a concept to begin the design process. I began 
creating my concept after meeting the director, analyzing the script, and looking at 
research images presented in the script or mentioned in our initial production meeting. A 
good lighting designer should enhance the set and costumes, and heighten the atmosphere 
the actors and director have created. Subconsciously, I keep in mind thoughts of 
“intensity, color, distribution and movement, [to] exploit the fundamental emotional and 
psychological effects inherent in light and underling appropriately the dramatic effect the 
playwright intends” (Pilbrow 9).  
Reading a script as a lighting designer, I look for written times of days or 
locations the playwright has indicated. An Act of God had no such indications. There are, 
however, three references to the lighting either directly or indirectly: page 13 “(A light 
starkly shines on the audience member who earlier asked why there was something 
rather than nothing.)”, page 23 mentions a lightning storm, and page 32 of the script 
states “(…God disappears into a smoky whirlwind…)”. These references leave both the 
director and lighting designer open to interpret when and where this show is taking place.  
With no reference to time I had difficulty thinking about color. I had a 
conversation about the lack of reference with the scenic designer, Jill Hibbard, who 
revealed that she and the director Michael had been discussing the show as a “mood ring” 
for God’s emotions. This idea clicked with what I had read in the script and allowed me 
to see what colors could be used to help reflect these emotions throughout the show. 
Knowing a little about color theory I did more research to confirm my ideas on color 
theory before settling on any color. In her online article for VeryWellMind.com “Color 
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Psychology: Does It Affect How You Feel?”, Kendra Cherry states that “[your] feelings 
about color are often deeply personal and rooted in your own experience or culture. For 
example, while the color white is used in many Western countries to represent purity and 
innocence, it is seen as a symbol of mourning in many Eastern countries”. Color 
psychology is not an exact science and not well studied, but those of us in the art fields 
are taught that warm colors such as reds, oranges, and yellows can evoke feelings of 
warmth and comfort or anger and rage. Cool colors, green, blue and purple tend to be 
associated with calm and relaxation along with sadness and indifference, Figure A.5. 
There are many other interpretations of these associations because color means 
something different to each individual.  
As mentioned previously, page 23 of An Act of God refers to a large 
thunderstorm. The director mentioned that he wanted storms to be associated with God’s 
anger and frustration. I looked up thunderstorms and tornadoes for color ideas in the 
storm sequences and when smaller flashes of irritation occur over the course of the show. 
To get even more color ideas I watched thunderstorms that took place over the summer 
before our production meeting for real life perspective. The director also mentioned his 
admiration of the artwork by Maxfield Parrish. With these two thoughts in mind I created 
my third plate, Figure A.3.  
There was the large projection screen needed to show the audience all the new 
Ten Commandments God was giving to the people as the show progresses. With 
projection screens one must keep light off the material. Which meant that as the actors 
approached the screen, I needed side lighting to light their faces and not get on the 
projection surface. It also meant I needed to keep in mind what colors I was using and 
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letting the scenic designer and projectionist know so that we could match colors during 
important scenes in the show. 
The challenge of a fully white set and semi-gloss floor brought to mind the Law 
of Reflection, which states that “the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection” 
(Pilbrow 362). I needed to make sure that I was not bouncing light directly into the 
anyone’s eyes from the semi-glossy floor. With three-quarter thrust staging, keeping light 
out of everyone’s eyes is no easy feat; I believed, however that using the bounce to my 
advantage was possible: the actors were to interact with the audience to an extent that 
kept the refracted light on the audience seating substantially brighter when compared 
with most other shows I have designed. This approach worked well because the 
Archangel Michael was often in the audience “taking” questions for God to answer was 
lit by the refraction.  
Keeping Jill Hibbard’s concept in mind along with the director’s wishes, my 
concept statement became the soft colors of morning to night with the deep colors of a 
raging storm.  
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Chapter 3: Show and Tell 
Scenic designers do a fair amount of show and tell, meaning they have many 
physical objects like scaled models and sketches to show artist teams unlike lighting 
designers. Both the director and scenic designer had difficulties understanding my 
explanations of colors and positions for lighting the set. The scenic designer tends to use 
a more tactile perception of space and needs to see how light will help define that space. 
One of the toughest conversations with Jill Hibbard and Michael Mendelson for 
this show centered on lighting the chandeliers, which were globes of various sizes 
representing the nine planets. There was no mention of these planets or chandeliers in the 
script but it was an idea the scenic designer had and the director liked in the original 
concept sketch. Therefore, these chandeliers needed to play duel purposed. They needed 
both color and white light to match the set. At one of the production meetings the scenic 
designer brought up the idea that maybe the chandeliers moved from a pre-show position 
to a show position. They would start at a very low position as the audience entered and 
move to their trim height at the show’s start. In the Johnny Carson Theatre, the grid can 
only be flown in and out. It is not a fly system, therefore other rigging and pulleys would 
be needed to achieve the effect. With that difficulty before us, the technical director 
informed us of the many difficulties associated with moving them. Scenic designer 
Hibbard agreed that it would be easier to keep them stationary, which made them easier 
to light as both chandeliers and planets.  
Several ideas were presented for lighting. The first idea brought up as to how to 
light these chandeliers was to use the Philips hued LED light bulbs, drawing 100 watts 
each. Knowing that these are household LED bulbs, I did not think they were going to 
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work for the needs of the production. My first thought was to use normal frosted bulbs 
and top light each globe with a color that represented the corresponding planet. Another 
idea that briefly floated among us was using LED tape to change the color of the 
chandelier planets. Unfortunately, it required the use of nine LED decoder boxes, and 
almost as many LED power supplies, purchasing LED tape, along with ribbon cable. I 
contemplated this for a short time but did not think it would work for the desired effect. 
One of my first steps in figuring out how to light the chandelier planets was to 
research how these Philips hue bulbs worked. Doing a quick Google search for the 
Philips hue light bulbs I found all the information that I needed. First, they could not be 
controlled through the lighting board I wanted to use, and even though there are ways to 
work around this problem, it raised a red flag. Next, I found out that they needed an app 
to change their colors. Constant access to the internet would be needed and anyone in the 
audience could potentially hack the app and control the bulbs from their own phones. Yet 
the internet signal here on the university campus is not consistent. Another down side 
was that each bulb would need to be selected to change the color one at a time, not all at 
once for necessary quick changes. I knew that having the colors all come up at once was 
needed. I also knew that I would want to be able to create a slow pulsing effect with them 
to keep them interesting but not become a distraction from the show. This slow pulsing 
would add more breath and movement to the show and help the set feel more alive and 
not stagnant. Finally came the cost of the bulbs themselves. For this show we needed nine 
bulbs because there are nine chandelier planets. The starter pack starts at $199.99 with 
four bulbs and each individual bulb is $49.99, bringing the total to $449.94 without 
shipping. The total budget for lighting this show was $600. 
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I thus proceeded to discover how much it would cost to use LED tape. Knowing 
that we already had three decoders and power supplies I researched the cost of six more 
decoders, power supplies, and more ribbon cable. An LED decoder cost $59.99, a power 
supply cost $23.99 and forty feet of ribbon cable cost $23.99, bringing this grand total to 
$503.88. This amount was almost the entire lighting budget for the show and I knew I 
was going to want gobos, gel, fog, and haze as well.  
I created an Excel sheet documenting the information, and sent it to the scenic 
designer and technical director for their reference. I wanted Jill Hibbard and Dan 
d’Egnuff to look at color and styles of different cords in order to see what was needed to 
hang the globes. I also wanted them to be aware of the fact that the Philips hue bulbs and 
LED tape would not work. My intention with this email was to inform them of the price 
range we were looking at and for designer approval on the various hanging hardware. 
This e-mail quickly got sent out to advisors and shop managers for unnecessary 
additional input as we were still in the research phase of the process and nothing had been 
decided yet.  
 Jill Hibbard proceeded to play with bulb sizes for the various sizes of globes as 
well as frosted verses unfrosted bulbs to find what was best for the show. With the master 
electricians’ help, we set up some testing for them to see different styles, shapes, and 
clear versus frosted bulbs. We decided that the bulbs needed to be the frosted variety and 
each different size chandelier got a different size bulb in them to reflect their respective 
sizes as heavenly bodies, from tiny little Pluto to enormous Jupiter.  
Scenic designer Hibbard and I had a meeting with the master electrician, Adam 
Sikorski and set up a time to show her what top lighting of the chandeliers would look 
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like. Once Hibbard saw what this look created, she loved it. When director Mendelson 
came into town in September, he, Hibbard and I went through the different colors for the 
planets. 
When I first read through and thought about the show, I was thinking bolder 
colors, largely because I thought the set would be fine with color. As the process kept 
moving forward towards opening, I starting over-thinking everything and got stuck in a 
frame of mind that everything needed to stay white. This way of thinking was 
unprofitable, but I nevertheless got stuck and kept my color choices in the back of my 
mind. I ended up only using pale colors to tint the set and not drastically change any of its 
color.  
I originally thought I was going to use back light for the cloud portals to get the 
various storm colors I wanted. Muslin drops let light shine through and added a bit of 
texture and variation. At one of the meetings d’Egnuff brought up that drops were being 
donated from Kimball Recital Hall to us to help keep cost down. Right after this was 
mentioned he brought up using LED tape to light the drops. At that time, I didn’t think 
LED tape was needed. Unfortunately, I did not realize this mistaken thinking until late in 
my process. The drops got hung and I did some testing to see what kind of back lighting I 
could get with the drops. I quickly realized the light shone through the drops, revealing 
paint previously applied to the drops.  
I panicked at first and was wondering how I was going to create the beautiful 
cloud effect the design team and I had envisioned. The drop needed to be back lit but one 
of the only ways to do that was to use LED tape on top of the drop underneath the pillow 
batting that was going to be used to get the fluffy cloud texture Jill Hibbard desired. 
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Another problem was the absence of a firm plan to attach the batting effectively to the 
drop. This absence greatly affected the final look I was going for with the end product.  
Jill Hibbard wanted these cloud drops fluffy, with about three feet of batting 
coming off of the drop. Taking gravity into account, I thought we might be able to extend 
it about a foot off of the drop. I did some testing with my own batting and some small 
strips of LED tape (Figure A.4.). When I was testing this effect, the batting was not 
directly touching the LED tape. There was a little amount of space and the batting was 
fluffed out, thinner, and then thicker in some places. Figure A.4. is what we all wanted to 
get from the batting. That look emulated what clouds look like in nature. Keeping this 
picture in mind we purchased several rolls of LED tape and ribbon cable. Without 
knowing the outcome, I decided to front light the cloud portals along with using the LED 
tape; I primarily used my front lights which were intended to be my secondary source of 
light.  
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Chapter 4: Drafting the Light Plot 
The lighting plot informs the master electrician where to hang each lighting 
instrument needed for a specific show. It is constructed using a computer aided drafting 
software program called Vectorworks 2018, which allows designers to create drafting for 
all aspects of both theatre and non-theatre work. A lighting designer typically begins 
drafting by selecting the Spotlight Workspace within Vectorworks. The Spotlight 
Workspace is a specially tailored workspace for the theatre industry. It has almost all 
theatrical elements a designer might need for a show. Spotlight Workspace also allows 
you to convert objects into hanging positions as well as import lighting instruments, 
accessories, gobos and many other useful tools. September 4th was the deadline for the An 
Act of God lighting plot, over two weeks before the first technical rehearsal. By that date 
all the technical elements of a show, sound, props, lighting, projections, were to be 
implemented into the production. 
Before I begin plotting, I created a wish list which dictated everything I might 
need to light the show. In the first scene, God enters after some fake technical difficulties, 
I had an idea that God could enter through a ray of light that tends to look “heavenly”. 
Later on, the script mentions the stars. The presence of stars sparked the idea of unending 
stars like you can see on a clear night in the middle of nowhere. My wish list for An Act 
of God included the following: front light, back light, side light, audience lights, house 
lights, top, cloud portals, planets, rays, stars, podium light, and specials.  
I started drafting by adding design layers to the scenic designer’s ground plan. 
The first layer I added was the focus point layer, where I broke the set into areas of light 
over which I wanted direct control. An area onstage includes multiple lighting units 
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focused on a specific portion of the stage. I settled on fourteen areas of light: nine for the 
bottom platform, three for the middle, and two for the third level. This production did not 
call for any isolation, because the movement was all over the set and the setting never 
changed.  
I simply needed three units with a beam or ray gobo to back light God shooting 
through haze and fog. Haze is an atmospheric effect that adds particles into the air and 
allows you to see the beam of light. Such effects one sees at many, rock concerts. Fog is a 
thicker version of haze and tends to register lower depending on the type of fog created.  
To achieve the unending star look I did a test with multiplexors, also known as 
prisms. A multiplexor is an accessory put into the gel slot of a lighting instrument that 
breaks up a single beam of light from a standard Leko into three beams of light, as seen 
in Figures A.7 and A.8. I found that if I wanted to use multiplexors, we would need to 
buy many more of them, since we had only two in stock. To get the effect I wanted it 
would take upwards of nine lighting units. I could create a similar effect by using fixtures 
called “Martin Mac Quantum Profiles,” often referred to as quantums. The Martin Mac 
Quantum Profile is a moving lighting fixture, with mechanical pan and tilt equipped with 
ten static gobos (Figure B.1.), six rotating gobos (Figure B.2.), and color flags of cyan, 
magenta, and yellow, for mixing. By using these units, I conserved circuits while still 
creating the unending star look I had wanted. 
I started with my front light system, also known as a face light system. With the 
show staged as a three-quarter thrust, I adapted the McCandless method. The McCandless 
method lights an actor with two Lekos at 45° angles from an actor, 90° from one another, 
and a top light. I kept the 45° lights and added two more to create a full circle. Two of 
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those lights used pale pink (R05) gels and two had pale blue (R360). I added front light 
that had a pale lavender color (R53) gel in a “straight shot” position which came from the 
north side seating banks. This “front” light system also had a template (R77805), Figure 
B.3., used as a fill light to add texture to the show. A template, is a circle of metal with a 
pattern cut out that breaks up the light to reveal that pattern.  
I used a software program called Beamwright5 to gather the photometrics of the 
lighting units in our inventory. This program allows you to select lighting instruments, 
put them at the height and angle required to hit the actor effectively. The program does 
the math for you and tells you the pool size it will create from the inputted information. 
With a three-quarter thrust staging, a front light system also turns into a back-light system 
depending on which bank of seating the spectators occupy. My front light system 
consisted mainly of the lighting unit Source 4 26°s. I exceeded the number of 26° barrels 
in stock, however, I adjusted accordingly using 19° barrels to compensate while still 
maintaining the pool size needed for my front light system.  
 As mentioned above, side light would also act as front light the closer to the 
projection screen I got. I plotted my side light system next because it was going to be just 
as important as the front light. Since circuitry in the Johnny Carson Theatre is limited, I 
decided to have the side lights be more wash-like than having individual control of them. 
This decision meant I used one channel number to bring up three lighting units that 
created a lane across the set. I had seven lanes of light, from one side there was a warm 
amber color (R08) and from the other side was a cool color (R362), per the 
aforementioned McCandless method. 
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 The next important lights to comprise the plot were the specialty lights. These 
lights included sunrays, cloud drop lights, movers for optimum usage, top light with 
colors for the planets, and aisle lights in the audience. Starting with the sunrays, I lamped 
them up to create a stark silhouette of God for the opening scene. I also used three units 
with two slightly varied gobos to achieve a natural effect (Figures B.4-5.). We installed 
aisle lights next, because they would be important for Archangel Michael’s audience 
interaction. All these lights needed to do was create a lane of light for Michael while he 
roams the audience.  
As noted above, I put in a secondary front light system to light the cloud drops. 
These were the Altman Spectra Cycs which are LED cyclorama light units that have 
plethora of colors and large beam spreads to cover the wall-to-wall cloud drops. Clouds 
have lots of shape and are not just lit from one direction, so I wanted to add a texture 
wash on the drops to help give them even more dimension. I chose many different gobos 
from our stock so that there was a lot of variation on the drops, much like you find in 
clouds every day.  
I used Source 4 PARNels for the planet colors in order to change their beam 
spread depending on each globe’s size. I grouped them into threes so I could create 
interesting effects throughout the show. I used the same technique with the plain white 
bulbs. Coincidently, this helped keep my circuit numbers down. 
 Finally, the moving lighting fixtures possessed many purposes. They performed 
as spotlights for the character of Archangel Michael as he roamed around the audience, 
while concomitantly also creating the unending star look. I placed the units on the plot 
where I could get the most out of them. Similar to the Quantums, I plotted the Martin 
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Mac Auras–wash units without gobos but with color changing ability–where I could get 
the most out of them. I placed them so they could be front light, back light, and top light 
depending on what might be needed. The LED units provided more color options than 
did my conventional units.  
 Lighting units are not the only items placed on a plot. If lighting designers want 
any atmospheric effects, they need to plot those as well. I set a hazer, the Le Maître 
Neutron XS, behind the first portal drop, and I put a fogger, Le Maître 300 Fogger, 
behind the third portal drop. These two units accentuated the sunrays at the top of show 
and hid God’s exit at the end of the show.  
 After placing each light on the plot. I assigned them channel numbers. Channel 
numbers call up each unit at the lighting console. A lighting console is an extremely 
specialized computer that uses an ethernet or DMX cable to talk with a dimmer rack and 
any other units that requiring data information. I used the ETC EOS console since I was 
most familiar with that lighting board and knew I would not have much cueing time. 
Each area of lights corresponds to a number. For example, area A units end in 1s, (11, 21, 
31, etc.), and area B units end in 2s, (12, 22, 32, etc.). Using this system, I channeled my 
first twelve front lights coming from the same direction. The second to fourth front light 
system did likewise. Since side light was in use so often, I channeled them next by lane 
and then addressed problems with the special lights. When channeling the moving 
lighting fixtures, I like to keep them separate from my conventional units. The Martin 
Mac Auras (noted above) started their channel numbers at 301 and progressed upwards 
from there.  
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 After channeling came the need for support paper, this includes creating a channel 
hookup and instrument schedule. These two pieces of paperwork are simply another way 
to look at the light plot in a more organized fashion. I used another program called 
Lightwright 6, a program designed to talk directly with Vectorworks and get all the data 
needed to create many different forms of paperwork. A channel hookup, Figure B.6., 
places information in numerical order by channel, while an instrument schedule (Figure 
B.7.), orders information via position and unit number.  
Lighting plots take a lot of time and thought to create. Once my advisor Laurel 
Shoemaker approved it, the plot and support paperwork went to the electric shop for 
master electrician Adam Sikorski to review and install.  
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Chapter 5: Light Hang, Focus, and Cloud Drops 
Light hang took place on September 16th, less than one week before the technical 
rehearsals started. An Act of God was a fairly large show, and we should have been able 
to be hang and cable it in one day. Only two undergraduates along with the three graduate 
students assigned to the task showed up at the start of the day and just before lunch two 
more undergraduate students showed up. The hang went very slowly because there were 
simply not enough hands to accomplish it. It did not feel inadequate until we started 
cabling, when it became obvious, we were falling behind. As the deadline of 10:00 p.m. 
approached, we rushed to get everything plugged in. Cable paths became sloppy, but we 
got everything hung and cabled. But we were not able to “wring out the room”, (wringing 
out the room means turning everything on to make sure it is patched correctly and that no 
lamps blew). After hanging the lighting plot and wringing out the rig there typically is a 
focus day the next day and then later on in the process another day for fine focus.  
Scenic was scheduled to start their load in the day after light hang. The previous 
night we informed them that we did not get to wring out the rig. They gave us a little time 
in the morning to do this and we helped them hang the chandeliers and cloud drops. Once 
we wrung out the room and helped them, we left them to finish installing the set. Since 
there was not time the day after light hang to rough in the focus, I needed to exercise 
extreme accuracy with my focus time. Our time to focus happened during the school day, 
9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. with breaks for lunch and dinner. After 7:00 p.m. it became quiet 
for the sound crew to EQ the room. EQing the room is when the sound designer sits in 
the room and tries to create feedback through the microphones and speakers so that they 
can cut those frequencies and make sure it doesn’t happen during a live show. It also 
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allows them time to test speakers and make sure all of their equipment it working 
properly. 
Before focusing the show, I created a magic sheet (Figure B. 8.) which was a 
cheat sheet for me to use and remember all of the channel numbers and the location of 
their focus. It also is helpful during the cueing and tech process when I might quickly 
need to look up a channel number to make adjustments.   
For the cloud drops, we cut LED tape into little one-cell sections and then 
soldered together into three or four separate lines per portal. Those lines led to the same 
decoder box and power supply. The rationale was, that if one strand failed, the others 
could compensate. To attach these lines onto the drops meant we needed to sew them 
onto the muslin while the drops were up in the air. We had to apply as little pressure as 
possible on the solder points between the ribbon cable and LED strips because the 
soldering points were the weakest links in the line. 
The soldering process was extremely tedious because it required long amounts of 
time, even before they even could get sewn onto the drops. We needed to test them on the 
ground to make sure the whole line worked. The electrics shop and I spent many hours 
and nights working on this effect. Over the course of a few days we got everything 
attached and ready for scenic to put batting on top of the LED strips. Once batting was 
attached, they rolled the drops so that they could be transported over to the Carson 
Theatre. Rolling the drops put pressure on the solder points that could break the 
connections but rolling them was the only way to transport them. The tedium then 
resumed as we looked to find breaks in the line and repair them while hung. We could not 
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do so until all of the set was loaded in and we were allowed back in the space. It was also 
a lower priority since we still needed to focus the plot.  
Several problems arose because of the time constraint. Crew members were hard 
to come by because our time in the space conflicted with class times during the week, 
therefore, I thus had to give up cueing time to complete focus. It also meant that I would 
be missing classes because I needed to be in the theatre to focus the plot, unlike the other 
students who did not have to be at focus or skip classes for it. On our original focus day 
only one person showed up to help focus. The set was not overly complicated, however, 
and the seating risers had yet to be installed. Their absence allowed easy access to most 
of the lighting instruments on the plot with genies, an automated single person lift, and a 
scissor lift, a multiple person lift to reach heights of 20 to 30 feet, which can add speed to 
the focus. If a unit could not be reached using either of them, we used ladders.  
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Chapter 6: Creating the Cues 
 As odd as it may sound, one of the best parts of being a lighting designer is sitting 
in a dark room turning lights on and off. To arrive at this stage, however, many other 
things must happen. Before we see a run-through, we talk to the director about special 
requirements for scenes. From there we create what tool brushes (like paint brushes) we 
will need to light the show without knowing the blocking of the actors. The next step is 
seeing a full run through of the show. I had the opportunity to see three full run-throughs 
of An Act of God before I needed to cue in the show. Typically, we only have the 
opportunity to see one run- through. But I was both lucky and determined. 
 During the first run-through I sat near the director so that we would be able to 
discuss throughout the run any thoughts or needs for specific scenes. An Act of God is a 
straight-forward show with one setting and no excess of movement. The main call was to 
have general stage light covering the entire set for the majority of the play. There are a 
few changes to the general stage light. This happens when the stage gets dark for storms 
(when, for example, God becomes angry and directs this anger at Archangel Michael). 
Prior to the first run-through I went through my script and wrote in cues where I believed 
a shift was needed to help motivate the action of the play. I added or subtracted those 
cues as I followed the script and took notes about the blocking of the scenes for future 
cueing reference as well as notes the director provided verbally as we watch. 
 I used an offline editor to create groups for the show that I later merged onto the 
already patched file on the board. The EOS console does not require one to be at a 
physical board to create cues, groups, or any of its other functions. One may download 
the offline editor and work right from a laptop or desktop computer. Then save the file 
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created from the program onto a flash drive and open it up at the board once in the space. 
One may compile multiple parts from separate files into one cohesive whole. This 
compilation meant I could create the groups I wanted even before we started focusing the 
show and merge this file with the one which the assistant master electrician, 
undergraduate Cameron Strandin had created to speed up the cueing process. I also 
started cueing blind with the offline editor after the first day of focusing. Cueing blind 
means creating cues one cannot see because the process does not involve turning lights 
on and off. Blind cueing can help speed up the process because one can create basic looks 
and then adjust them as needed in the space with the lights actually turning on. Having 
these groups and cues ready to go, the first part of cueing time in the space was dedicated 
to programming palettes for the moving light fixtures. The first palettes I created were 
focus palettes which use pan and tilt much like focusing a light but with an ETC EOS 
lighting console, (this is one of the lighting consoles made by Electronic Theatre 
Controls, often referred to as ETC), instead of a person physically moving it. One can 
later recall these palettes and add them quickly into a cue. The next palettes made on the 
EOS console were a bunch of color palettes required at various points in the show.  
 The production team then ran through a paper tech with the stage manager, Brad 
Buffum, director, Michael Mendelson, sound designer, Emily Callahan, projection 
designer, Greyson McCown, the scenic designer, Jill Hibbard and me. Paper tech is when 
you give all your cue information to the stage manager who will be calling the cues you 
have created. Having the director in the room can be both good and bad; he might want 
explanations of what your cues are or they might trust that you know what you are doing 
and can adjust something during tech on the fly. I was grateful that Michael Mendelson 
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did not ask too many questions and understood that we would see it in tech and could 
adjust it then if it was not working.   
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Chapter 7: Technical Rehearsals 
 Technical rehearsals typically require two ten out of twelve-hour days, often 
referred to as tech weekend. These technical rehearsal days happen the weekend before 
you open, with dress rehearsals on Monday and Tuesday and previews, Wednesday and 
Thursday before officially opening on Friday. We started the first day at 11:00 a.m. and 
end at 11:00 p.m. with a two-hour break for dinner. The beginning of the first day is spent 
doing a cue-to-cue, skipping chunks of the script that do not have any lighting, sound, 
projection or set movement cues. It speeds up the process, allowing designers to adjust 
their cues and giving the stage manager time to figure out the calls.  
 The opening of a show takes the longest to tech because everyone is establishing 
communication and the director is seeing his work for the first time in full light with 
actors on stage. Creating cues before tech starts made the first few hours pass much 
smoother had there been no cues in the board at all. Michael Mendelson loved the top of 
show look I created (Figure C.1.), and it was my favorite look as well. Continuing with 
the opening section of the show we had trouble with both the hazer and fogger. The 
director wanted more fog for God’s entrance and the hazer was not working at all. The 
master electrician Adam Sikorski went to see if he could fix the hazer but we needed to 
move on with the show. We knew where the cues needed to go and continued the cueing 
process to let the master electrician see what he could find out about the unit.  
Early in the process I knew I wanted fog but that fog also needed to leave the 
stage quickly, hence the decision to use quickly dissipating fog juice. I was also going to 
have the hazer to keep particles in the air to enhance various looks of the show. After 
seeing what the fog was producing the director wanted more and so we adjusted the fog’s 
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time onstage. This increase helped but it was not entirely what the director wanted. At 
this point I was still out a hazer because it was not working. We decided to come back to 
these problems later when the master electrician Adam could tell us more. At our first 
break, I was informed that our hazer was out of commission and needed parts to get 
fixed. This development was unfortunate, but there was nothing to be done about it until 
later. We turned our attention instead to see how we could get more fog out of the 
working machine.  
One of the first things we tried was different placements of the fogger. I had 
originally drafted it underneath the tallest platform with tubing so that it would look like 
it came from the clouds. As we deliberated on numerous possible solutions, we tried 
moving the tube attached to the front of the fogger to come out the side of the most 
upstage drop. This new position was an improvement but there still was not enough fog. 
The next idea was to remove all the tubing and set it on the top platform. This produced a 
much better look and what we needed to do was build a platform on which the fogger 
could sit. Master electrician Adam and technical director Dan then went off to see what 
we could construct for a fogger platform. 
Next was adjusting the moving lights that were to project light beams on audience 
members. This adjustment was done quickly, because I had already programmed palettes 
for the moving lights and I needed only to tweak them slightly and then updated the 
palette previously created.  
The first storm scene was unexpected. It was on page 10 of the script, when God 
talks about scientists. I did not know before tech that this scene involved a small storm, 
but after talking with the director, we came up with something and I quickly built some 
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rough cues. I went back to it later to fine tune it with a mind to see the new cues on the 
following day. Director Michael Mendelson was okay with this approach and we then 
moved on. 
On page 18 of the script we dealt with what became the second storm sequence. 
This scene features damage to Archangel Michael’s wing, which actually falls off. This 
sequence required a lot of adjustments because I had actors on stage and I could get real 
placements for the moving lights that I needed. I had the actors hold in various positions 
so that I could adjust moving lights as needed and then we went back and ran it. Knowing 
I would need more time to fine tune it, I said we could move on and would see more the 
next day. 
The last of my large complex cues was the final storm when Archangel Michael 
finally pushes God to his limit and runs away in fear. This is the largest and most “scary” 
storm of the show. Knowing what the previous storm entailed, I knew this storm was 
going to take some time and simply roughed in what I needed to with the actors.  
The last and biggest problem I ran into during tech was the last bit of the show 
when God goes into a song. To me the song was not that remarkable and not overly 
complicated. I did not program much of anything for it. The director had previously 
mentioned something about a miracle moment in the song. At tech I still had no idea 
what he meant and even after listening to the song over and over I was simply stuck as to 
what the director wanted. When we got to the song everything came to a standstill. We 
ended up dismissing a lot people so that the Michael and I could talk through what 
needed to happen and what he was looking for from the song. Taking this time near the 
end of the night gave me the opportunity to work intensively with the director so that we 
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could see something rough and I could then refine it. We made it through the show our 
first day of tech but I had several cue notes to resolve. 
Our post production meeting let us set a schedule for the next morning. Knowing 
that I had a lot of improvements to accomplish and we still needed to work on the cloud 
portals, I asked the production manager Mitch Critel for time in the space. We came in at 
9:00 a.m. to work on both my cue notes and scenic notes that needed rectification before 
the run of the show, scheduled to start at 11:00 a.m. 
Day two of tech went a lot smoother and we kept adjusting the show as needed. 
This was also the day when a new fogger arrived, which featured a different type of fluid. 
But this development took place without my prior knowledge since I had been unaware 
that fog was still a problem. The master electrician Adam told me to run the fogger 
because the new unit used a different fluid that was long lasting and would look different 
than the previous unit. After testing the new machine, we concluded that it indeed looked 
much better and got the effect we truly wanted for the show. It produced a lot more 
smoke at the top of the show and left more particles in the air. It still dissipated fairly 
quickly, though not as fast as the other fogger had done.   
The final component was to fix the LED tape in the cloud portals. Only on our 
second run on Sunday did I finally get the cloud drops mostly operational to the point 
where the director Mendelson could see them. That point, however, revealed that the 
effect was not even close to what we had envisioned. So, we saved them for the song at 
the end of the show as a last surprise for the audience, seen in Figure C.6. 
By the end of our second day, I had a relatively long list of focus notes to fix. 
Most involved barrel swaps [changing the barrel means changing the size of the beam 
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pool] because I had several dark spots in my front light wash. Unfortunately, the 
chandeliers posed a larger problem than I had presumed, which made front lighting the 
areas I had created highly difficult. We completed the focus notes and barrel swaps 
during shop hours on Monday before our first dress rehearsal that evening.  
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Chapter 8: Dress Rehearsals, Previews, and Opening Night 
 Our first dress rehearsal went fairly smooth. I sat away from the board and took 
notes without screens in front of me and watched the show from a different bank of seats. 
The change in angle meant I had a long page of notes and adjustments that needed 
attention as I watched the show. The fog was working properly and the storms were 
looking great. At the end of the first dress rehearsal, projections and sound set a time to 
merge their two Qlab files. Qlab is an audio and projection software to playback and 
adjust cues for various productions. 
 I created a complex top of show cue list that lasted a half an hour. In that time 
before the show starts, I had the colors on the cloud drops go from dawn to dusk slowly. 
Brad Buffum was concerned about what would happen if the house opened late. It was a 
conjectural dilemma, but show control rectified it. Show control is a feature of the board 
that fires a cue or an effect at a certain time of the day based on the days and times the 
designer has programmed it to start. To cause the aforementioned thirty-minute cue to 
work consistently, I created an “absolute effect” that changed the color of the spectra 
cycs, the LED cyc units mentioned earlier. Therefore, no matter when the house opened, 
the correct color would come up in the pre-show cue and run until the show started. This 
was a great solution to show a full day passing while the audience took their seats still 
ending in the deep blue that began the show.  
 Tuesday was the theatre majors’ preview and the first-time sound and projections 
played from a single computer. This merged file caused a problem in front of a live 
audience of theatre students. The border that masked the shape of the projector 
disappeared partway through the opening scene. The audience of theatre majors could 
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clearly see the projection image throughout the show, as seen in Figure C.4. Once that 
problem got solved the next two preview nights with new audience members went 
smoothly.  
 September 28th, 2018 was opening night and things could not have gone better. 
The audience loved the show and the reviewers agreed. Oftentimes tech is not mentioned 
in reviews, but for this show it received a full paragraph from the Lincoln Journal Star 
online: 
“The performance’s technical side is also impressive — Jill Hibbard's scene design is 
overwhelmingly effective, with Jaime Mancuso’s lighting instrumental in various mood 
changes. The blazing whiteness of Haley Williams’ costumes for the three-person cast is 
a stark accent, slyly broken by God’s snakeskin wedges” (Larry, Kubert, Sep 28th, 2018).  
 
It is greatly appreciated when reviewers notice all aspects of a show and discuss how 
everything works together to create one cohesive look. I enjoyed the Daily Nebraskan’s 
review the most, however, for its comment about the lighting: 
“Amidst an ethereal set design decorated with cotton, cloud-like backdrops and iridescent 
lighting, the audience gets an ambiance similar to a heavenly talk show combined with an 
avant-garde celebutante crib. God, with a heavenly entourage in tow, proceeds to lounge 
about the stage, speaking casually about the nuances of the universe and omnipotence” 
(Johnna Sisneros, Oct 1st, 2018). 
 
I have never heard lighting called “iridescent” before, but it fits well with the show’s 
aesthetic.  
www.dailynebraskan.com 
journalstar.com/entertainment/ performing-arts/review 
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Chapter 9: Conclusion 
 With my first reading of An Act of God I knew it was going to be a great show 
simply by how much I enjoyed the script. It contained both serious and funny moments 
and takes the audience on a wild ride with God as she gave a new Ten Commandments to 
the people. The show may be a one act and only have one setting, but after reading 
through it a few more times I could see that it required lighting every bit as extensive one 
might find for a full-length show. I enjoyed the idea of working with projections again 
and having various storm sequences. Thunderstorms are fun to recreate with stage 
lighting and sound cues. Lighting a predominantly white set was an enjoyable challenge 
as well.  
 The Nebraska Repertory Theatre’s mission statement sums up my thoughts 
concisely: “Nebraska Repertory Theatre creates innovative theatrical experiences to 
ignite the imagination, challenge the heart, promote an inclusive community, and inspire 
the next generation of theatre artists.” An Act of God fit the bill precisely. It got people to 
think about what God has in store for them, perhaps even offending a few. Either way, it 
evoked an emotional response from the audience, which is all we can ask. This show 
opened my eyes even more to professional working methods in the field of lighting, and I 
look forward to my next design assignment in a professional setting.  
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Appendix A: Research 
 
 
Figure A.1. Clouds we find in nature and natural light rays. 
 
Figure A.2. Bold colors found in nature. 
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Figure A.3. Combination of natural storms, bold colors and the artist Maxfield Parish 
 
Figure A.4. Cloud Testing 
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Figure A.5. Color Psycholgy 
 
 
Figure A.6: The Law of Reflection 
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Figure A.7. and A.8. Testing the multiplexors with various gobo’s 
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Appendix B: Production Paperwork 
Figure B.1. Martin Mac Quantum Profile static Gobo wheel 
 
Figure B.2. Martin Mac Quantum Profile rotating Gobo wheel. 
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Figure B.3. Gobo Rosco 77805, Leaf Breakup (Medium)  
 
Figure B.4. Rosco Gobo 78046, Perspective Lines 1 
 
Figure B.5. Rosco Gobo 78047, Perspective Lines 2 
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Figure B.6. Channel Hookup 
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Figure B.7. Instrument Schedule 
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Figure B.8.: Magic Sheet 
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Figure B. 9.: Lighting Plot Preliminary 
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Figure B.10: Final Lighting Plot 
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Figure B. 11.: Lighting Section 
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Figure B. 12. Cue Sheet 
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Appendix C: Production Photo’s 
 
 
Figure C.1. End of preshow look. Photo by Jaime Mancuso. 
 
 
Figure C.2. Top of show look. Photo by Jaime Mancuso. 
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Figure C.3. God’s entrance. Photo by Jaime Mancuso. 
 
 
Figure C. 4. God’s wrath at being asked one too many questions by Michael. Photo by 
Jaime Mancuso. 
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Figure C.5. Progress of restoring the look from the storm back to neutral lighting. Photo 
by Jaime Mancuso. 
 
 
Figure C.6. Last look of the song before everyone leaves the stage. Photo by Jaime 
Mancuso. 
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